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We have investigated the simulation problem of DIL schemes to evaluate the strength 
of their cellular interactions. We give necessary and sufficient conditions under which 
some DOL scheme is isomorphic to a given D < 1, 1 > L scheme and to a subscheme of 
a given D < 1, 1 > L scheme, respectively. In this connection we mention one of the 
differences between DIL schemes with one-sided and both-sided dependencies. We 
also give a sufficient condition for some DOL subscheme to be isomorphic to a given DIL 
scheme. Further, we touch upon the case where some DOL system is isomorphic to a 
given DIL system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
L scheme is a mathematical model representing growth and development of filamentous 
organisms. Since Lindenmayer presented his model in 1968 Cl], considerable interest has 
concentrated on the theory, and fruitful results have been obtained. The problem we treat 
here concerns the strength of interaction in a context-sensitive L scheme (IL scheme). 
Looking closely at the generation process of an IL scheme, we note that certain kinds 
of substrings appear as units and can be handled as if they behaved independently of 
their contexts. That is, it happens that an IL scheme may be simulated by a context-free 
L scheme (OL scheme), In such a case we may say that the interaction of the IL scheme 
under consideration is not so strong. We deal with several types of such simulation. 
First, we define the notion of an L subscheme which is a closed part of an entire L 
scheme. Then the behavioral isomorphism between two L subschemes is introduced, 
where a string of one subscheme corresponds to that of the other through a h-free homo- 
morphism. 
There are four types of ways in which isomorphisms exist between deterministic OL 
schemes (DOL schemes) and deterministic IL schemes (DIL schemes). In Section 3, we 
show a necessary and sufficient condition for the first type of simulation, where a whole 
DOL scheme and a whole DIL scheme are isomorphic. In Section 4, we treat the second 
type of simulation, where a whole DOL scheme is isomorphic to a proper DIL subscheme. 
We give a necessary and sufficient condition for that case. The third type of simulation 
is the case where a part of a DOL scheme is isomorphic to a whole DIL scheme. We present 
in Section 5 a sufficient condition for some DOL subscheme to be isomorphic to a given 
DIL scheme. In Section 6, we consider the fourth type, where a proper DOL subscheme 
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and a proper DIL subscheme are isomorphic. We try to generalize all of the arguments 
in the last section. 
In [2], we treated the class of D( 1,O)L schemes as a representative of DIL schemes and 
investigated the second and the third types of simulation. We also suggested ways of 
evaluating the so-called OL-ness of a DIL scheme. In the second type, the OL-ness of the 
DIL scheme was measured by the extent of the discarded part of the DIL scheme. In the 
third type of simulation, the maximum amount of information, if any, contained in a 
symbol of a DOL scheme played the role of a degree of non-OL-ness of the DIL scheme. 
In way of generalization to any D(d’, t)L schemes, we found that with respect to the 
simulation characteristics there exists a difference between DIL schemes with one-sided 
and both-sided dependencies. In [3], we treated the class of D(1, l)L schemes as a 
representative and generalized the results in [2] in order to fit them for any D(,l, e)L 
schemes. Further, we considered the case where the notion of simulation was a bit 
generalized. 
This paper, which mainly treats the class of D(1, l)L schemes as a representative of 
DIL schemes, is based on our previous reports [2,3] and is an extended and detailed 
version of [4]. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRESENTATION OF PROBLEMS 
Although we assume that the reader is familiar with the definitions and notation of L 
systems (see, for example, [5]), some of them are included here for completeness. 
Let Ni and Nij denote the set of integers greater than or equal to i and the set of integers 
from i to j (both inclusive), respectively, where i and j are integers such that i < j. If A 
is a finite set, A* denotes the monoid generated by A under the operation of concatenation. 
The identity element of A* is represented by h, and let A+ = A* - {h). The length of 
x E A* is denoted by / x ] and equals the number of elements of A in X. For x E A+ whose 
length equals 7t, let Pref,(x) (Suffk(x)) denote the length k prefix (suffix) of x if k E N,” 
and denote x if k E N,,, . 
DEFINITION 1 (D(k’, d’)L scheme). Let R and b be nonnegative integers. A D(k, t\L 
scheme is a triple S = (Z, P, g), where 
(i) Z is a nonempty finite set of symbols (the alphabet of S), 
(ii) g is an element not in Z (an environmental input symbol), and 
(iii) P is a mapping from g*Z+g* into Z* such that only P(a, ,..., ad, 6, cl ,..., c,), 
where a, ,..., a* Eg*X*, b E Z, and cr ,..., ct E Z*g* (a, ,..., aR, cl ,..., c, E Z v {g}) are 
defined (generation rule). 
When S = (2, P, g) is a D(0, 0)L scheme, P becomes a mapping from Z into Z*. 
Therefore “g” is superfluous in this case. We call it a DOL scheme, and sometimes denote 
it by a pair S,, = (X,, , P,). On the other hand, we usually call a D(k’, t’>L scheme, where 
R and 6’ are not both zeros, a DIL scheme with the emphasis on the existence of cellular 
interactions. 
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For a given D(k, t>L scheme S = (2, P, g), fs denotes the generation mapping from 
.Z* into Z* as 
.‘. P(u,-l,..., a, ,L.f.Yg) 
for a,, u2 ,..., a, E Z and n E Nr . Here ui is assumed to be g for i > n and for 0 > i. 
Assume that f,(h) = A. 
Now we define an L subscheme as a generalization of an L scheme as follows. 
DEFINITION 2 (L subscheme). Let f be the generation mapping from Z* into .Z* 
induced by an L scheme S = (Z, P, g). S(r) = (I’, P, g) is called an L subscheme (of S) 
if r is a subset of Z* such that j(r) C I’ and if f is restricted to r in S. We call the 
restriction off to r the generation mapping of S(r). 
Thus an L scheme S = (Z, P, g) can be denoted as an L subscheme S(Z*), and an 
L system G = (Z, P, g, w) whose underlying scheme is S, as an L subscheme S(L(G)), 
where L(G) is the language generated by G. 
Next we define a behavioral isomorphism between two L subschemes and introduce 
several types of simulation of a DIL scheme by a DOL scheme. 
DEFINITION 3 (isomorphism of L subschemes). Let X = (r, , Px , g) and Y = 
(r, , P, , g) be two L subschemes. We say that X is isomorphic to Y if there exists a 
one-one mapping h from I’, onto r, such that for any x E r, , 
fY(NXN = h(fx(x))* 
where jr and fy are the generation mappings induced by X and Y, respectively. When X 
is isomorphic to Y by a mapping h, it is denoted by X 4 Y. If h equals a h-free homo- 
morphism y from Zx into Zyt, where 2;, and Zy are the alphabets of X and Y, respec- 
tively, then we also denote the isomorphism by X *Y Y and say that X is isomorphic to 
Y by a h-free homomorphism y. 
From now on, we consider only the cases where DOL subschemes are isomorphic to DIL 
subschemes by h-free homomorphisms. There are four types of ways in which isomor- 
phisms exist between DOL schemes and DIL schemes, as follows. Let S,, = (Z,, , P,) 
and S = (2, P, g) be a DOL scheme and a DIL scheme, respectively. 
(1) (Isomorphism between S, and S). In this case, a whole DOL scheme S, is 
isomorphic to a whole DIL scheme S through homomorphic correspondence. That is, 
S, ey S by a h-free homomorphism y: Z,, ---f Z+. 
(2) (Embedding S, into S). In this case, a whole DOL scheme S,, is isomorphic to a 
proper subscheme of S through homomorphic correspondence. That is, S,, ey S(y(Z$)) 
by a /\-free homomorphism y: & --+ Z+. 
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(3) (Simulation of S by S,,). In this case, some part of a DOL scheme S,, is isomorphic 
to a whole DIL scheme S. That is, S,(r) *Y S for a h-free homomorphism y: Z,) -+ Z”, 
and S,,(r) is a subscheme of S, . 
(4) (Isomorphism between proper subschemes of S, and S). This is the most general 
case, where S,,(r,) CJ S(r) holds for a subscheme &(I’,) of S, , a subscheme S(r) of S, 
and a h-free homomorphism y: 2, - .Z+. 
3. ISOMORPHISM BETWEEN A DOL SCHEME AND A DIL SCHEME 
There exists a real D( 1, l)L scheme whose generation mapping coincides with that of 
some DOL scheme under a suitable correspondence between the alphabets. Here, “real” 
means that there exist a, a’( # a), a”, a- (#a”), b, b’ E .Z u (g} and c, c’ E 2 such that 
P(a, c, b) # P(u’, c, b) and P(b’, c’, a”) # P(b’, c’, a”‘). We will give an illustrative example 
as follows. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let S = ({a, b}, P, g) be a D(1, 1)L scheme, where 
P(g, a, g) = bub, P(g, a, a) = bubb, P(g, a, b) = bu, P(u, a, g) - ub, P(u, a, a) =: ubb, 
P(u, a, 6) = a, P(b, a, g) = 6, P(b, a, a) = bb, P(b, a, b) := /1, P(g, b, g) == a, 
P(g, 6, a) := ubu, P(g, b, b) = au, P(u, b, g) = bu, P(a, b, u) -=- bubu 
P(a, b, b) : baa, P(b, b,g) = X, P(b, b, a) = bu, P(b, b, b) = u. 
Fur this S, there exist a DOL scheme S, = ({A, B), {P,(A) == BAB, P,(B) = A}) and 
a X-free homomorphism y, where r(A) = a, r(B) = b such that S,, .=,Y S. (See Fig. 1.) 
In general, what is a necessary and sufficient condition for some DOL scheme to be 
isomorphic to a given D\: I, 1 )L scheme as in Example 1 ? We have 
THEOREM 1. Giaen a Dc<l, l)L h SC eme S = (2, P, g), there exist a DOL scheme S,, 
.!Y,, , P,,) and a homomorphism y: .X0 + .F such that S, C--Y S if and only if 
P(a, , ui 1 uj) P(“i Y uj f uk) = P(“h Y ui j g) p(gt aj I ul;) 
for any ak , a,, E 2 u {g} and any a, , uj E Z. 
k4?5A IshA 
bababababab 
L4?svALh 
BABABABABAB 
D<l,l>L scheme DOL scheme 
FIG. 1. Isomorphism between S, and S. 
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Proof. Assume S, -v S. Note, first, that y-l(q) is an element in C,, for every ai in Z. 
By the assumed injectivity of y, we can write as &, = {Ai 1 A, = ~-‘(a~), ai EC} and 
~(4~4~ *.. A,,) = ailui, ... ain for any AilAi, .a. Ain E Zoo’. For any word aiai in P-, 
fs(a& = P(g, a,, q) P(ai , aj , g). On the other hand, fs(aiai) = f&(A$Aj)) = 
~(f,~(4A,)) = y(fso(4) r(fs,(Ad) = fsM4 f&(4)) = f&4 f&i) = 
Pk> ai 3 .d m % 9 ‘d- 
Thus, we have 
Pk, ai ,4 P@i , aj , g) = P(g, ai , g) P(g, aj , g) (1) 
for any ai , aj E Z. 
In the same way, for any word aia+rl, in Z3, 
P(g, % 3 4 P( a i P aj , ak) p(aj , uk , g) = p(g, ai , d p(g, ui ? d ‘(g9 uk , g) 
holds. Using relation (l), we have 
f+i , uj, ak) p@j , uk 9 g) = p(% I aj 9 g) p(g, ak ) g) (2) 
and 
P(g, ai P a,) P(Qi 3 aj 3 ak) = P(g, Ui , g) P(g, Uj , Uk) (3) 
for any ai, aj , a, E Z. 
Now, let us fix ai and a, arbitrarily. From relation (l), we have to consider the following 
three cases. 
(1) In case of P(g, ai , Uj) = P(g, Ui , g): 
From (l), P(ai , aj , g) = P(g, ~9 , g). 
From (3), P(Ui , aj , ak) = P(g, Uj , ak) for any ak E 2. 
From (39 P(a,, ai 9 j 4 ) P(4 Y % 7 g) = P(% 9 Qi 7 g) p(g* aj 9 g), 
which implies P(ah , ai, uj) = P(ah , ai , g) for any ah E Z. Thus we have 
P(ak I ai , ai) P(u, , aj , uk) = P(uh , ai , g) P(g, Uj , uk) for any ah , ak E .Z in this case. 
(2) In case Of P(g, ai , Uj) = P(g, ai, g) Wfj(W<j # h): 
From (I), wijP(ad , aj , g) = P(g, ~9 9 g>* 
From (9, P(ah , 4 , aj) = P(ah , ai , g) uij for any ah E z. 
From (3), uijP(ai , aj , ak) = P(g, aj , ak) for any ak E z. 
we have P(a* , ai, aj) P(ai , aj , ak) = P(ah , ai , g) P(g, aj , ak) for any ah , a, E z:. 
(3) In case of P(g, a,, g) = P(g, a,, aj) wij(wij # h): Similarly we have P(a, , ai, 
aj) P(ai , aj , ak) = P(ah, ai , g) p(g, aj ) ak) for any ah ) uk E za 
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Relations (1) (2), (3) and the results of (I), (2), and (3) show that “only if part” is 
verified. 
The proof of “if part” is easy. 
In Theorem 1, if a D( 1, l)L scheme S happens to be a D( l,O)L scheme and if it 
fulfills the necessary and sufficient condition, then S must be a DOL scheme. Thus we 
have the following result as a corollary to Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Let S, = (.Z,, , PO) and S = (2, P, g) be a DOL scheme and a D<l, 0)L 
scheme, respectively. If S,, -7 S for some homomorphism y: Z;, + ..F, then S is in .fact a 
DOL scheme. 
These results tell us a somewhat curious situation of the strength of cell interactions in 
developmental systems: Intuitively speaking, a real D( 1, l)L scheme seems to have 
stronger (or at least equal) cell interactions than a real D(l, 0)L scheme. On the contrary, 
as far as the isomorphisms between a DOL scheme and a DIL scheme are concerned, a 
real D --.I 1, 1 > L scheme may be isomorphic to some DOL scheme while a real D ‘. 1, 
0 ;, L scheme never is. 
In any way, this is one of the differences between the DIL schemes with one-sided and 
both-sided dependencies. More generally, we have 
PROPOSITION 1. Let S = \Z:, P, g) be a D(k, 0)L scheme or a DiO, f :I, scheme, 
where R or G is an arbitrary positive integer. If there exist a DOL scheme S0 = C,, , I’,,) and 
a homomorphism y: Z,, + 27 such that S, *Y S, then S is a DOL scheme. 
Proof, Assume that S = (.Z, P, g), S, = (Z,, , P,,), and y: 2; + Xt are a D R, 0:L 
scheme, a DOL scheme, and a homomorphism, respectively, such that S,, c:.-Y S. As in 
the proof of Theorem I, we have Z,, = {Ai / Ai = y-l(ai), ai E 2,:. First, we have 
for any aj, E Z. Next, we have 
for any ai1 , aj2 t 2, since 
P(z.Y.,?, ai,) P(&Z.:< , ai2) = fs(a. 21 T aiJ = Y(f&%142)) Y(~&%J) AP,,(AJ). 
Repeating this process, we have P(agl ,..., afl , aik+l) = y(P,,(A,,< ,,)) for any ai, ~ . . . . a;,, ., t C. 
since 
P(gT.R;;K: a,,) P(gT.tg;-;I;: , ai,) ... P(ql ,.-, aik y a& 
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Thus we have 
for any ai, E Z u {g} (j E Nik) such that ai1 
is a DOL &heme. 
.‘* ai, E g*,F and ai E 2. This means that S 
PROPOSITION 2. If So = (& , P,,) . 1s a DOL scheme with A in Z,, such that P,,(A) # )I, 
then there exist a real D(1, 1)L scheme S = (Z, P, g> and a homomorphism y: Z,, + Zt 
such that S, -Z-Y S. 
Proof. Suppose & = {A, 10 < i < Y - l> and P,,(A,) # /\. Let Z = {ai / 0 < i .< 
Y - 1) and y: Z,, j Z be a homomorphism such that r(AJ = a, for every A, E X0. 
Then by the homomorphism y, S,, is isomorphic to a real D( 1, 1)L scheme S = (Z, P, g), 
where 
and 
P(a, a0 3 a01 = Y(Po(Ao) Po(Ao)) if a # a,, 
= r(Po(Ao)) if a=a,, 
P(ao , a0 > a) = A if a f a,, 
P(a, a0 Y 4 = YPo(AoN for 4 a’ E (x - @,I) u Id, 
P(G ai 7 a’) = y(Po(Ai)) for a,a’E22u{g)and I <i<r- 1. 
4. EMBEDDING OF A DOL SCHEME INTO A DIL SCHEME 
We consider the case where a whole DOL scheme is isomorphic to a proper DIL sub- 
scheme through homomorphic correspondence. More concretely, assume So *v S(y(Z$)), 
where So = (Z. , PO>, S = (Z, P, g), and y are a DOL scheme, a D(1, 1)L scheme, and 
a homomorphism from Z. into Et, respectively. If we put the set of code words as C = 
{y(A) ) A E 2Yo}, then the embedded part of S equals ~(2:) = C*. Conversely, consider 
a D(l, l)L scheme S = (2, P, g) such that there is a finite subset C of Z+ and that 
S(C*) is a subscheme of S. Then for any x E C we havefs(x) E C*. If we further assume 
that each fs(x) has a unique decomposition as an element in C*, then we can define a 
DOL scheme So = (Z. , PO) and a homomorphism y: Z. 4 .Z’ which is injective on Z. 
such that C = {r(A) j A E Zo} and fs(y(A)) = y(P,(A)) for any A E ZO. In order to 
have S,, UY S(C*), we still need that y is injective on Z$ and that for any x, y(/ y 1 = l), 
z E C, fs(=) = f+) f+) and f&p) = f&) fs( y) f&) as shown below. 
THEOREM 2. Let S = (Z, P, g) be a D(1, l)L scheme. There exist a DOL scheme So = 
(Z. , PO) and a homomorphism y: Z. + F such that So UY S(y(Z$)) if and only if a finite 
subset C of ,Z’+ satisfies the following conditions. 
(1) C defines a uniquely decipherable code. 
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(2) f&c) E c* for any x E c. 
(3) ~o~~~Yx,y(ly! = I>, z E C~fSb4 = f&)f&) andfs(xYd = fsWfs( Y)fsG+ 
Proof. “If part”: Let C = {x1, x2 ,..., x,}. We first construct S, and y as follows. Let 
2;, = (A, , A, ,..., A,} and y(A$) = xi for i E N,“. By virtue of conditions (1) and (2) 
we can put P,,(A,) = y-l(fs(y(Ai)) (; E Nrn) without ambiguity. Now it is only necessary 
to show that for any &,A, ... Aik E ,Z$, fs(y(AilAi *.. Aili)) = y(fs,(Aidi ... Aik)). In 
other words, we have to ihow that fs(xilxi2 ... xi:) = f&xi,) f&xi,) a.. fscxik) for any 
xi E C( j E NIL) and k E Ni . We use a mathematical induction on the number k. Assume 
the proposition is true when k < Y for some Y E N,. Then fs(xi,xi, ... xirsl) = fs(xi,) fs(xi,) 
... fs(xi,-,). Assume the proposition is false for k = Y, i.e., assume that fs(xilxt, ..t 
x 2r-;xi ) # fs(xi,) fs(xi,) ... fs(xi,.-,) fs(xi,). By the induction hypothesis, the inequality 
implie; P(b, a, g) P(g, c, d) # P(b, a, c) P( a, c, d), where ba = St~ff~(x~,-~x~~._~) and 
cd ~= Pref,(x,,g), which contradicts condition (3). (If \ xirT1 j > 2, fs(xi,-lxiv) :j- 
f&,Jf&i,) and if i by-l I = 1) fs(x~,-z~~~_,~~l) -f fs(xi~~~,)fs(xi,..,)fs(xi,).) Therefore 
the proposition holds for lz = r. 
“Only if part”: Put C = (y(A) j A E Za} and the conditions follow straightforwardly. 
EXAMPLE 2. For the following D( 1, 1)L scheme S, DOL scheme S, and h-free 
homomorphism y, we have S, -7 S(y(Ct)). (See Fig. 2.) S == <(a, b), P, g), where 
P(g, a, g) = b, P(g, a, u) := A, P(g, a, 6) -=: a, 
P(u, a, b) = a, P(b, a, g) = ub, P(b, a, a) ~7 A, 
P(g, 6,~) = b, P(g, b, b) = bub, P(u, b, g) = bbu, 
P(b, b, g) _ a, P(b, b, u) = A, P(b, b, b) -- ub. 
fyu, 4 g) = A, P(u, a, a) =: bu, 
P(b, a, b) =; a, P(g, b,g) = ha, 
P(u, b, u) = bb, P(u, b, 0) =~ bbub, 
S,, -= :{A, B), {P,,(A) :=: AL?, P,(B) = A)>. y: #I) : ha, y(B) :- b. 
bab 
d7i.A 
babba 
#7&b 
babbabab -- 
a JALb 
babbababbabba - -- - - 
AB 
ABA 
dun 
ABAAB 
ABAABABA 
D<l,l>L scheme DOL scheme 
FIG. 2. Embedding of S, into S. 
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5. SIMULATION OF A DIL SCHEME BY A DOL SCHEME 
Now we consider the case where a DOL scheme simulates a DIL scheme. That is, we 
treat the case S,(r) ey S, where S,, = (.ZO , P,,), S = (2, P, g), y, and &,(I’) are a DOL 
scheme, a D( 1, l)L scheme, a homomorphism from Z0 into .Z’+, and a subscheme of S,, , 
respectively. In this type of simulation, we can assume y: Z,, 3 Z without loss of general- 
ity. If there is an image of length more than one, say y(A) = abc for A E Z,, and C&C E .?Y+, 
add three symbols (cibc), (a&), and (&) to ,X0 instead of A and redefine y as y((&)) = 
a, y((dc)) = b, and y((abE)) = C. By replacing each of the A’s in the rules of P, with 
a string (bbc)(abc)(abt), we are able to settle the OL rules for the added symbols (dbc), 
(C&C), and (abt). If we restrict ourselves to such a coding function y that maps a symbol 
A in & to a symbol a in Z:, it seems necessary for A to have some information about the 
context of a. The problem is, under what condition is it possible for S to be simulated 
by S,, through such a coding ? 
In what follows we show that the growth rate of S plays an essential role in considering 
the simulatability of S by S, . Suppose some two cells are located rather far from each 
other. If the cells between the two cells and their descendants continue to propagate, 
the two groups of cells derived respectively from the two cells under consideration will 
not interact forever. And it is plausible that such a DIL scheme may be simulated by an 
interactionless L scheme. 
In order to estimate degrees of the growth, we define “the maximum derived string” 
as follows. 
DEFINITION 4 (maximum derived string). Let S = (2, P, g) be a D(l, l)L scheme. 
Let ~,a, *-. a, be in g*Z+g*, where a,, a, ,..., and am are in Z u {g}. The maximum 
derived string with respect to fs (or fs,,) for ala2 ... a, is defined as fs(a,aa ... a,) 
(or~~,Jcliaa a** a,)) as follows. 
= /%PR(E&) ifm = 2, 
where /3L (&) is the maximum length common suffix of {P(b, , b, , al) P(b2 , a, , a.J 1 b, , 
b2 E z> WV2 , al , 4 I h E z U {dl) if al f g or is X if a, = g, /3&$) is the maximum 
length common prefix of 
if a, # g or is h if a, = g, and pi = P(qMl , ai , ui+J for i E NY’. Here we have 
assumed that P(a, b, c) = X when b = g. 
Thus, the maximum derived string for uia, ..* a, is just the longest string determined 
only by ~,a, ... a, . 
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DEFINITION 5 (CD condition). A D( 1, l)L scheme S = (2, P, g) is said to fulfill 
the Critical Development condition (CD condition) of order B E N, with respect to fs 
(is,<), if and only if th ere exists an integer B > 2 such that \fJa,a, ..* aB)I 2: 
B(I fs,&w2 ..* aB)I >, B) for every string u1u2 ... aB in ZB. 
Now we are able to state the following 
THEOREM 3. If a D(1, 1)L scheme S = (2, P, g) fulfills the CD condition of order 
B G N2 with respect to fs,, , then there exist a DOL scheme S, = Z,, , PO>, a subscheme 
S,,(r), and a homomorphism y: ZO - 27 such that S,(r) c-v S. 
Proof. First, define S, = (Z,, , P,,) and y as follows. Let 2” == {<a, ,..., uB , u~+~,J 
a, E Z u {g} for i E Nf-l, uB E Z, aB+l E 2 u {g}, a, ... uRPl E g*Z*) and ~((a~ ,..., uB , 
a,+,)) = uB for any (a1 , . . . , fzB , CQ+~) in Z0 . If a, E Z, let c1 . c,,, = Js,Ju, ... us) and 
Cl *.. (‘n1c,n+1 ... cm+,, = s,g j (a, ... a,,,), where m E NR , p E NC, , and ci E Z for i E NYC,. 
If a, == g and fs,s(a, ... aB) # X, let c1 ... Cl,, = g 21 .fs,s(a, .‘. aB) and c1 ... c,,c,,,,.~ 
cm+, ==- g’” fs.,(% “’ u~+~), where u = B - ‘fs,8(a, ... uA) and assume that g” -~ ,\ 
if 24 5: 0. 
p,,(, a, ,...> uB , aB+l)) = x ifjs,Ju, ... uB) = X or if uR.LI ;;- g and p -= 0 
-= (c,-B+l ,..., c,+1) .” (C,,,+D-B 1...> Cnl+a 
iffs,g(ul .*. q,) f A, aBA1 + g, and P -/ 0 
= ~'Cm-I3+1 >...Y cm+1/ \ '.' (c,,,+p-B+1 ?...T c,,t..-, ? s 
ifjs,,(ul ... uB) + X and a’8.L1 == g. 
For x = a, ... a,, in .Zt, we consider a string 01~ = ( ,..., g, a, , u,>\,g,.. ., a2 , a3, .‘. 
' % ,..., uB , aB+l> ‘.’ <un-B ,..., %-1 ) un)(an-B+I ?-? a% ) k!; in &+. That is, 01, corre- 
sponds to x through the homomorphism y. For an arbitrarily fixed i E NFeBel, let 
f,;,b“ %+B-11 = ‘+ “’ cm &,,(ui “’ ai+B) = cl “’ c,r&n+l .'I &+II tfS,&i+, "' %+B) -- 
. t1 and fs,g(ai+, *.. a. %+B+l) = b, ... btbt+l ... b,+, (ck , bj E .E:, k E NY+‘, j E Ni+“)- 
Since S fulfills the CD condition of order B with respect to f,,, , we have m > B and 
t 2: B. Note that b, ... b, = c*,+~-~+~ ... c,,+, by the definition of fs,B . Both c1 ..’ c,,, cI, 
or equivalently c1 ... cm+D-tbl ... b, and b, ... b,,, are substrings offs(x) having b, t.. b, 
in common. As P,((a, ,..., u~+~)) produces a string ending with :c,,,,-~-~ ,..., c,,.,,) and 
PO((ai+, ,..., u~+~+~)) produces a string starting from ,<bt-BT-l ,..., bt+l), fs>{ai . . . . . 
ai+R)(uj+l ,.,., Q~+~)) produces a substring of fsO(mT) accurately corresponding to c,,, ‘. 
b, ... b,,,-, . The same relation holds for the part concerning the elements of Z0 which 
have g’s as components like (g,..., g, a, , as). Thus we have y(fs,(ar)) = fs(x). And if 
we take r = {a E z,,+ / CL = (a, ,..., ~~+~)(a~ ,..., u~+~) ..’ (turn ,..., aB+m> such that a, em 
’ ... =: aaW1 =g,aB+7n =g,a,EZfortEN, B++l, m >, I), S,(r) c=,y S holds. 
EXAMPLE 3. The following D(1, 1)L scheme S = ‘{a, b, cj, P, g fulfills the CD 
condition of order 3 with respect tof’,+, , where 
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p(a, a, a) = cb, p(u, a, b) = bc, P(u, a, c) = a, P(b, a, a) = ub, P(b, a, b) = UC, 
P(b, a, c) = a, P(c, a, u) = cb, P(c, u, b) = cc, P(c, u, c) = cu, P(u, b, a) = (I, 
P(u, b, b) = bu, P(a, b, c) = A, P(b, b, a) = a, P(b, b, b) = ca, P(b, b, c) = A, 
P(c, b, a) = a, P(c, b, b) = au, P(c, b, c) = a, P(u, c, a) = c, P(u, c, b) = cb, 
P(u, c, c) = cb, P(b, c, a) = bbc, P(b, c, b) = bb, P(b, c, c) = bb, P(c, c, a) = bc, 
P(c, c, b) = b, P(c, c, c) = 6, 
and ‘2” plays the same role as “c.” (See Fig. 3.) 
As for the CD condition with respect tofs, we obtain that a D(1, l)L scheme S = 
(2, P, g) is simulated by a DOL scheme S,, , that is, S,,(r) ++J S, if S fulfills the CD 
condition of order B E N, with respect to fs and some additional condition concerning 
the environmental input symbol g. We have found several such additional conditions. 
One of them is 
I I&% *. . QB+,)I 3 B + 2 and If& -.. UB,,k9l - I fad% * *. UB)l 3 2 
for any a, ..* us+a E ZBf2. As these additional conditions are not general enough to be 
unified, a new approach may be needed to obtain a necessary condition. 
Viewing Theorem 3, we note that the boundedness of the information propagation in 
a DIL scheme seems to have made it possible for the DIL scheme to be simulated by a 
DOL scheme. If we extend the notion of Critical Development, we get to a new aspect of 
simulation of a DIL scheme by a DOL scheme. 
DEFINITION 6 (CDE condition). A D(1, l)L scheme S = (Z, P, g) is said to fulfill 
the extended Critical Development condition (CDE condition) of order B E Ns , if and 
only if 1 fsfls”(u, . . . a,)] 2 2 for any a, . ..u.~Z~andforalln~Nr. 
Intuitively, this condition demands that for any contiguous cells there always exist 
their descendants determined only by them in spite of the sensitiveness of cells to their 
contexts. Then it happens that there remain such barriers of length at least 2 that prevent 
the information propagation. 
cba <qqcb><qcba><cbag> 
ill 
baa 
-i I I 
%!A1 
<qgba><qbaa><baag> 
aaba 
JJx4 
dl kA\ 
<gg~a><qa~b><aa~a><abag> 
cbbcaa <qq~b><qc~b><cb&><bb~a><bcaa><caag> - 
D<l,l>L scheme DOL scheme 
FIG. 3. Simulation of S by 27,. 
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THEOREM 4. If a D(l, 1)L scheme S = (2, P, g> fuljills the CDE condition of order 
B E N, and the following additional condition, there exist a DOL scheme S, = (&, , P,J, a 
subscheme S,,(T), and a homomorphism y: Z0 -+ Z+ such that y(fs,(x)) = fs(y(.x)) fey 
arbitrary ?c in r. 
Additional condition: For any a, ... a2e E ,Ye and an?) n E NI , fsn(ga, ... a2e)’ - 
.jSYaR , ... a,e)i > 2 and lfSsn(a, ... a,,g)! - \fsTl(al ... aB)l :: 2. 
Sate that we cannot necessarily obtain r and y such that S,(r) -: ,.TJ S, because the 
homomorphism y: T ---, Z* is not always injective. However, we may consider S to be 
simulated bv S, in a broader sense. 
Proqf. M’e are going to construct a DOL scheme S,, (L’,, , P,, as in the proof of 
Theorem 3. 
I,et r,, Z, u Z2 u 2, u Z, , where 
\’ u1 : x7 lll . . . . . a,,,, ’ E Zr if and only if a, E Z for k E h;‘“, IYI ~- 2B or a, ... a,,, 
Pref,,(~&gb, ... b,)), where (g, b, ,..., b,J E 2, , 
S.2 I al ,.. ., kii ,..., a,,,) i 3 < m < B + 1, 2 $ i ,: m ~- 1, a,, E z’ for k E AT,‘“, 
f,Y71(a, .~. ai)i ,> 2forallnE NO}, 
2, : U, ,..., ili ,..., a?,, , g) E z1a if and only if ak E 2 for k E Ai,“‘, 
or 
m = 2B, i z: B 
al ... arrl = Su$dfs(bl ... Ld), 
i z ~fs(b, ‘.. bj)l if !js(b, ... b,g)l 5; 2B and ,fs(b, ..’ b,); c B 
.--= B otherwise, 
where 17, ,.... hi ,..., b, , g) E Za , and 
2-, [ g, u1 ,..., a,,) , g> I 1 <m<dB- l,a,~L’fork~.W,~“j. 
P,, and y: Z,, ---f Ct are defined as follows. Here, [k] = k (if k ’ 0) or 1 (if k SC.. 0). 
(I) For .-I ,‘,g, a, ,..., a,,,) in Z; , let f;-(ga, ... a,,,) = = c, ‘.. C, (r :z 4, c,; E .Y for 
k E Ai,‘). 
R> c 1 ? ‘. . , c,i if Y < 2B 
X~?I c1,..., CZB)(CB+l >.", %B , %+l> "' 'c,.-, ,..., cr.1 , l-7 if Y i- 2B, 
(2) For .4 =:-: (<al ,..., ai ,,.., a,) in Zz , let Js(a, .’ ai) -= c, .‘. c,. (r :’ 2) and 
f&J1 .” a,,,) L’, ..’ c,c,,l ..’ C,+n (p > 0). 
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~Lw = (Cb-J3+11 Y %4+11+1 Y..., cr 3.**> c[r-8+il+B)(c[7--B+ll+l 7*.*7 
%-B+l]+B 9 %4+11+B+l) “’ +,+D-B >***Y cr+P-l 9 c,+,) 
ifp>Oandr+p>B+l 
= (Cl 9.a.3 Cr ,+..Y C,+*) ifp>Oandr+p<B 
= x ifp = 0, 
y(A) = a, -*. a,-, . 
(3) For A = (aI ,..., ai ,..., a, ,g) in Za , let fs(a, ... ui) = c1 ... cr (r 3 2) and 
f&l .*. amg) = Cl ... c,c,+1 ..* c,+, (P 3 2). 
P,(A) = (C[r-~+l] T..., Cr )...Y CI~-B+~I+B)(CI~-B+~I+~ ,..., %-B+ll+B Y 
+B+l]+B+l) “’ <&+~--28 >-**> Ci-+P-B-l 7 c,+~-B)~c~+~-ZB+l ,*..j cr+P-B I’..? c,+~ 9 g> 
ifr+p >2B 
= (4~.B+l] 9 C[r-B+lliI ).*.9 cr y.e.7 c~+9 , g> if r+p<2B, 
y(A) = ui **- Ulll . 
(4) For A = (g, a, ,..., a, , g) in&, letf,(u, a+* a,) = c, ... c,.(r 3 0). 
P,(A) = h ifr =O 
= (g, Cl 7***, c, 7 g> if 1 < r < 3B - 1 
= 6% Cl ,***9 c2LfxcB+l ,,.*, C2B , $3+1> **’ @,-2B ,“*, 
cr+l,~~-~)(c,ZB+1 t**., cr-B ,*.*, c, 7 g> ifr33B 
Let~=~‘~~~,wherer’={A,A,~~~A,~,A,~2;~~*~~~~1fA,=(u,,..., 
ai ,..., a,) or (g, a, ,..., a,), then A,,, = (b, ,..., bj ,..., b,) or (b, ,..., bj ,..., b, , g) such 
that r > j and b, .*. bj = Suffj(ul .* a,) for K E NY-‘}. 
For arbitrary x = a, ‘.’ a, (S > 3B) in Et, d = <&‘, a, >..., a,,)&+, >...> a2B , U~B+I> ‘-- 
<u8-2B ,..., aS-B-l , %-B)~~s-2&+1 ,..., as-B ,..., ’ a, , g) m r corresponds to x. Consider a 
substring of 01 AkAkfl = (b, ,..., bi ,..., b,)(c, ,..., cl ,..., c,), where bmPj+r ... Zr,& = 
Cl .*. cj . Let fl,(b, ... bi) = dl .-. d, (r > 2), f,(b, ... b,) = dl ... d,. ... d,,, (p > 0), 
and let fs(c, ,..., cn) = d,+B-a ... d,,, ... dr+D+t (q > 1, t 2 0). Then P,(A,) is 
<d[r--8+11 ,..., dr ,..., drr--B+ll+d .*’ <dr+p-B ,.-, dr+p-1 , d,+,) or the like and P&%+1) is 
<4r+g-B+11 , . . . , dr+p , . . +, 4r+9-B+11+B) . * ’ 14+D+t--B ,. . . , dr+p+t-r , dr+,+,) or the like. 
That is, A, and A,,, produce strings accurately corresponding to dT .*. d,+,-, and 
d e-9 .*. 4+,+,-l t respectively. From the definition of I’, fs,(a) is in I’. Thus we have 
Y(~~,(LY)) = Is(x). If we assume fs(x) = ui ... u:, , where dl ... d,.+p+t is a substring of 
I ’ . . . 
%-2,_, 
a,, , p 7 <g, ui ,,..., u$B)(u~+l ,..., ah, , &+& .” (a:T-2B ,..., aL,-B-l , u:T-B> 
,... , asp-B ,..., a,, , g) also corresponds to fs(x). However, it is not always valid 
thatfs,(ol) = /I. 
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EXAMPLE 4. S = ({a, b, c}, P, g) is a D(l, l)L scheme, where 
P(g, a, a) = a, P(u, a, a) = bu, P(b, a, a) = h, P(c, a, a) = cba, P(u, a, g) = hub, 
P(g, a, b) = ab, P(u, a, b) = bub, P(b, a, b) = b, P(c, a, b) = cb, P(b, a, g) = b, 
P(g, a, c) : ub, p(u, a, c) = bub, P(b, a, c) = b, P(c, a, c) = rb, P(c, a, g) = cb, 
P(g, b, u) := c, Z’(u, b, a) = c, P(b, b, a) = cc, p(c, b, a) = c, P(u, b, g) =: A, 
P(g, b, b) := a, P(u, b, b) = a, P(b, b, b) = ca, p(c, b, b) = a, P(b, b, g) = c, 
P(g, b, c) :=: A, P(u, 6, c) = A, P(b, b, c) = c, P(c, 6, c) == A, P(G b, g> = A, 
P(g, c, a) _= A, P(u, c, a) = A, P(b, c, u) = a, P(c, c, u) = a, qa, c, g) = A, 
~(g, c, b) ::-- but, P(u, c, b) = bat, P(b, c, b) = ubuc, P(c. c, b) = abac, p(b, c, g) == u, 
P(g, c, c) = bub, P(u, c, c) = b, P(b, c, c) = ub, P(c, c, c) -: ub, P(c, c, g) = a, 
P(g, a, g) = ab, P(g, b, g) = A f’(g, c, g) = ba 
S fulfills the CDE condition of order 4 but not the CD condition of any order with 
respect to {s (hence nor with respect to fs,,). For example, we have ( fs(w)i < I w I for 
any w in (bu)+b u (ub)‘. Further S also satisfies the additional condition in Theorem 4. 
6. ISOMORPHISM BETWEEN PROPER SUBSCHEMES OF DOL AND DIL SCHEMES 
Little work has been done on the general properties of the isomorphism between 
proper subschemes of DOL and DIL schemes. However, if we restrict ourselves to the 
cases where the proper subschemes are in fact L systems, we are able to obtain several 
results. First, from Theorem 4, we have 
PROPOSITION 3. For u D(l, l)L system G = (Z, P, g, w), if the underlying scheme 
S of G satisfies the condition in Theorem 4, there exist a DOL system G, := ,<Z;, , P, , c+,:> 
and a homomorphism y: Z,, - Zt such that G, -Z-Y G. 
In the case where the subschemes are locally catenative L systems, we have some 
characterization as follows. A locally catenative L system is a system where a string 
generated after a certain time can be represented as a concatenation of previously existing 
strings through a unique formula. Formally we have 
DEFINITION 7 (locally catenative DL system). Let G = (2, P, g, w,,) be a DL 
system and let fo be the corresponding generation mapping. Consider the sequence 
generated by G, w, , wi , w2 ,..., w, ,..., where w, = fG(wnpl) for n E Ni . For some 
h E N, , i, , i, ,..., ik E Ni , w, is said to fulfill an <ii , iz ,..., ik) locally catenative 
(abbreviated as l.c.) formula if w, = w,+w,-~ .*. wUei . G is (iI, ia ,..., ir) l.c. with 
cut p if w, fulfills the (i1 , i, ,..., ik) l.c. formula for every’n E N, , where p E Ni . 
As for the relationship between the isomorphism and the l.c. property, we have 
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THEOREM 5 [6]. Let n be the maximum integer of iI , is ,.. ., ik E NI , where k E N, . 
Consider an (iI , i, ,..., ik) l.c. DOL system G,, = (Z,, = (A,, , A, ,..., Anel}, P, , A,), 
where P,(A,) = A,+1 for i E Nte2 and P,,(A,-J = An-i,An-ia *** A,-ik . A DIL system 
G = (2, P, g, w,,} is (iI , is ,..., ik> l.c. sf and only sf there exists a homomorphism y: 
Z0 + Zt such that G, -Y <Z, P, g, ws> for some q E No. 
We have analyzed l.c. DIL systems [7] and have obtained a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a D( 1, l)L system to be l.c. with a given cut p and also have shown that it 
is not decidable whether a given D(1, 0)L system G is (ir , i2 ,..., ik) l.c. or not, where 
(4 , i2 ,.-., i& is a given l.c. formula. These results may be rewritten, by virtue of Theorem 
5, from the isomorphism point of view as follows. 
THEOREM 6. Let G,, be as in Theorem 5. For a given D(1, l)L system G = 
(2, P, g, w,,), G,, +Y G rf and only if the following (I) OY (II) holds. (The $ and m are 
constant integers determined solely by the formula (iI , iz ,..., ik) and P.) 
(I,) For every u E N6+(“-‘) 
u E N$+-, 
w, fuljlls (il , i2 ,..., 
( w,+ 1 >>(j E l+) 
&> l.c. formula and for every 
and P(a’ , g) P(gt b-i. 3 bl-, .) = 
P(a&-I, aU-ij-l , b,-,,) P(a,-ij-I, b,-ij, bLeij) ~&l&$~i’~here b,bi = $ref,(wl) (b, , 
bi E Z) and a;at = Suff,(w,) (a: , a, E 2). 
(II) There exist p E NP”+~ and d strings ar’ar’ ... a; E F (r E N,d-‘) such that w, 
fulfills (i1 , i, ,..., i& l.c. formula for every II E Nnp and w, is also a substring of a string in 
( QW) ... at))+ and 1 w, j > vu, + 2 for every u E Nj?,+-,+l, where u = r (mod d) and 
d is tie greatest common measure of {il , i2 ,..., ik}. 
THEOREM 7. Let G,, be as in Theorem 5. Given arbitrarily a D(l, 0)L system G = 
(2, P, g, w,>, it is not decidable whether there exist a homomorphism y: Z,, --f Zt and 
q E N,, such that G, .+ (2, P, g, w,). 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have investigated behavioral isomorphisms between DL subschemes with inter- 
action and without interaction. Here we consider the ways of generalizing our results to 
the case of the isomorphisms between a DOL scheme and a D(/, /)L scheme. 
The necessary and sufficient condition in Theorem 1 may have a more general form as 
follows. 
fk I--., aL+t ,4) P(a, ,. .., ad+! , b, , b,) .-- P(ac ,..., a[+! , b, ,..., bp) 
P(ac+l ,..., al+c+e, 4 , b2 , . . . . b+,) -a* P(ai+t , b, ,..., bL+t) 
= P(a, ,..., ai+t, g) P(a, ,..., ai+! ,g,g) **. P(ae ,..., 
aA+! ,&-f.,<) P(%.k& 4 , b2 ,..., h+d 0.. P(g, b, ,...> &+,I (4) 
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for any aRfl ,..., aR+!, b, ,..., big E 2 and any a, ,..., ai, bR+l ,..., bRAt E z7 u (g} such that 
al ... al Eg*Z*, bd+, ... bR+d E Pg*. 
As for the embedding of a DOL scheme into a D(F?, t)L scheme condition (3) in Theorem 
2 will be rewritten as: for any x, y E C*, where a, ... adi-! = S&+,(x) and b, ... bd+L :~ 
Prefi+e( y), the above relation (4) holds. Here we assume a, ... ait! = g” S~ff~,~(x) 
(u==R+C--lx\) or b,...b#+!= Pref#+,(y)g” (U=R-;/-‘?Ii) if 1x1 <R--P 
or / y 1 < 4 + 8, respectively. 
Regarding the simulation of a DIL scheme by a DOL scheme, the order of the CD (or 
CDE) condition will have to be greater than or equal to R 7- G with changes on the 
definitions offs and off,,, and the CDE condition must be redefined by / fsTL(al ... a,)1 ;; 
I + 6. In this type of simulation we have not obtained a necessary condition yet. It is 
one of the possible candidates that a DIL scheme is of bounded information propaga- 
tion. [2] 
As for the fourth general type of simulation, we must study more. The case of the iso- 
morphism between a DOL system and a DIL system seems to form an interesting subclass 
of this type which deserves special attention. 
Recently, Culik and Karhumgki defined a class of D(1, 1)L systems (called e-GD2L 
systems in [S]), which fulfill our CDE condition, and showed that the sequence equivalence 
problem for e-GD2L systems is decidable using the simulatability of them by DOL system. 
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